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Nobody knows how it started.Nobody left really cares.ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s survival of the fittest.The Z are

here and theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re not the worst things left.A Dad hunts for his children in a zombie filled

wasteland. A ragtag group gathers around him. The militia wants to stop him. A cult wants to kill

him. All his has is sharp wit and iron willpower.HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s gonna need a sharper

knife.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll love this series. Get started with just one click.A post apocalyptic sci fi comedy

with heart.
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Two ex-wives, three kids being raised by other men, child support payments, a middle management

job in the 'burbs of northern Orlando - when the Zgeddon starts, our erstwhile hero is probably

secretly relieved he can release a lot of his pent up anger and aggression on real threats. Told in

the witty, first-person narrative of our estranged Dad, "Battlefield Z" recounts his journey to find his

children amidst the threat of roving zombies, crazed cultists, and of course, the local yokel militia



from the Great Trailer Parks of Northern Florida. This is the first in a proposed series of books, and

the second book, "Children's Brigade," is already out. I'm stoked to read it, and that feeling of

anticipation for a good read has been missing for me for a while.For an indie book, this one is well

done. There are some grammatical issues, mainly with the consistent misuse of that damn

apostrophe that many people struggle with. Its v. it's, and of course, understanding that there is no

apostrophe when you are just making something plural. These boo-boos were infrequent but

annoying enough to pull me from the narrative of the story. Overall, a job very well done, and a good

read!

I enjoyed this zombie adventure as an estranged father crosses states to find out what happened to

his children. He's joined by others, all trying to stay one step ahead of zombies, hostile survivors,

and millitant crazies. Wendy Scott, Fantasy Author.

I used to despite zombie stories of any sort. After real world Ebola and bath salt maniac

conspiracies, however, I've taken a shine to them. I enjoyed this novel thoroughly. Just a regular

guy doing what he has to do to survive and find his kids. I feel like there's probably quite a few latent

"heroes" in the world today that one faced with terrible animosity would be able to keep getting back

on their feet and pushing forward. This book needs proofread again though. I found a good many

errors.

I really enjoyed this book. The main character not only helps keep his group alive, but analyzes his

faults as a human and an absent father during the novel. His desire to reunite with his kids has

made him a hero, but he has yet to recognize that trait in himself. He acknowledges that most of the

real life heroes were killed by zombies as they tried to help others leaving some real horrible people

left. These people are worse than the zombies the group has to face. I look forward to the next book

in the series. This is a fast read, but totally worth it!

I am loving this zombie series, and you will too... a Very good main character, lots of action and

zombies!!!!

I am not a book critic or reviewer,I just like to read a wide genre of a diverse types

Very fast-paced and intriguing storyline. I am looking forward to reading more in this series!



Good take on the z book, didn't disappoint. Loved how it really shows how far humanity can fall, if

given an excuse. And how some rise. Enjoyed it/
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